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There is no experiment that doesn't have a few 'buts' . First, the measurement of the spin state was obtained from a large, time-averaged ensemble of events, not from a singleshot measurement, a feat that has already been achieved using an electrical method 11 . Second, the amplitude of the Rabi oscillation fell with increasing number of rotations because of incoherent processes induced by the laser rotating the spin. Decoherence in the Ramsey fringes also seems to occur quite rapidly; the short coherence time is attributed mainly to the continuous optical pumping, and could be made longer in future experiments. If the spin coherence time in quantum dots is extended to a few microseconds 13 , 10 5 single-qubit gate operations could occur within this time 4 . We have reached a stage at which we can manipulate and observe a single electron spin: albeit not perfectly, we have obtained arbitrary single-qubit gates of spins. The next step will be to realize scalable two-qubit gates, which, together with the single-qubit gates, can form a universal set for quantum computing 2, 14 . Another challenge is to interface electronspin-based qubits with other qubits, such as photons or nuclear spins, so that we can use appropriate qubits for different tasks, such as processing, communicating and storing quantum information.
ION CHANNELS
The voltage-sensor quartet
J. R. Bankston and R. S. Kass
Decoding the workings of voltage-gated sodium channels is crucial because their mutation leads to severe disease and their activity is modulated by toxins and drugs. An innovative approach now allows such investigations.
Voltage-gated ion channels are pore-forming transmembrane proteins that open and close (gate) in response to changes in transmembrane voltage, enabling carefully controlled movement of ions across cell membranes. The precise gating of these channels underlies various biological phenomena, including the generation and propagation of electrical impulses in nerve and muscle cells, the secretion of hormones and neurotransmitters, and regulation of heart muscle contraction as well as of skeletal and vascular smooth muscles. On page 202 of this issue, Bosmans et al. 1 deconstruct sodium channels to decipher the function of their four voltage sensors.
Sodium channels, like calcium, potassium and cyclic-nucleotide-gated channels, are composed of a tetramer of similar domains (I-IV), with each domain having six transmembrane segments. In both sodium and potassium channels, the segments within each domain can be divided into two basic units. The S5 and S6 segments of all four domains collectively constitute the pore, which allows rapid permeation of ions -more than 100 per second -across the cell membrane. By contrast, transmembrane segments S1-S4 of each domain act as voltage sensors. Within the S4 segments of each domain, positively charged amino-acid residues are interspersed with hydrophobic residues, and these positive charges play an essential part in voltage sensing 2 . Moreover, the structure of a potassium channel shows that S4 and the most extracellular part of S3 (S3b) form a voltage-sensing 'paddle' , which moves across the membrane as a unit to open the channel and allow ions to flow 3, 4 . Analysis of the functional roles of the voltage-sensing structures in sodium channels, however, has lagged behind, in part owing to the difficulty in studying these domains individually.
Bosmans and colleagues 1 take an original approach to investigate the gating machinery of sodium channels. Inserting individual voltage-sensor paddle domains of two different sodium channels into a potassium channel, they found that, despite significant differences in sequence, the sodium-channel paddle motifs can function as part of a potassium channel ( Fig. 1, overleaf) . Thus, the authors could use potassium channels as functional templates for studying the behaviour of each of the four sodium-channel voltage sensors. They investigated two aspects of S4 structure/function: how these motifs respond to changes in membrane potential, and their unique binding sites for various toxins.
Each of the four voltage sensors of a sodium channel has specific kinetics and roles in channel gating. In response to depolarization of the cell membrane, voltage sensors of domains I-III move outwards to open the channel gate and so activate the channel. Inactivation follows when the domain-IV voltage sensor, whose movement lags behind the fast motion of the other three sensors, moves outwards and puts the channel in a non-conducting state that will not reopen during sustained membrane depolarization. For reasons that are not entirely understood, this paddle gets trapped in the channel-inactivating position. The slow recovery of this sensor after membrane repolarization potentially reflects the detachment of inactivation machinery, but could also simply reflect the intrinsic nature of this paddle and the environment through which it moves. Whether this voltage paddle also somehow contributes to activation is debated 5 . Examining the kinetics of voltage-sensor movement in a chimaera of a potassium channel and the voltage paddle from domain IV of a sodium channel, Bosmans et al. show that slow movement of the sensor is simply an intrinsic property of this paddle, rather than a slowing of the paddle's motion by its association with the inactivation machinery. This intriguing observation is a first step towards a closer examination of the relationship between motion and inactivation of the domain-IV voltage sensor in sodium channels.
Toxins from various organisms, such as the tarantula and scorpion, target the voltage sensors of sodium channels, affecting the regulation of channel gating. Many of these toxins are also used as tools for examining sodiumchannel gating, and understanding their precise site of action is important. So Bosmans et al. used their paddle-swapping approach to identify the binding sites of such toxins. They isolate the specific voltage sensors targeted by many of these toxins and draw two main conclusions.
First, interactions between toxins and the voltage sensors differ between sodiumchannel subtypes. For instance, a toxin that interacts with domains I and II in the skeletalmuscle sodium channel may interact only with domain I in a neuronal channel. Furthermore, the specific channel residues that are essential for toxin binding are unique to each paddletoxin pair, although the effect of a toxin on the channel mostly depends on which paddle it affects and not on the specific residues in the paddle where the interaction occurs.
Second, the way the specific paddle targeted affects the channel is consistent with current understanding of sodium-channel gating. A toxin that binds to the paddles from domains I-III shifts the voltage range over which the channel opens, making the channel less likely to open over their typical voltage range, whereas a toxin that interacts with domain IV interferes with the channel's ability to become inactive. This observation could be relevant for designing drugs that selectively target voltagesensor paddles to treat conditions such as epilepsy, long QT syndrome type 3 and many forms of periodic paralysis. These disorders are associated with a multitude of biophysical alterations in sodium-channel gating -including shifts in the voltage range for channel activation or defects in its inactivation -and therefore require specific and targeted treatment strategies. So Bosmans and colleagues' model system 1 , in which targeted drugs and toxins can be tested for how they interact with the unique quartet of voltage sensors in sodium channels, not only contributes to our understanding of channel gating, but will also help design new treatments.
More generally, the authors' method can be extended to paddles from other channels -including the many other sodium channels, some of which gate quite differently from one another -or to make different sets of chimaeras using other transmembrane segments of sodium-channel domains. What's more, distinct channel variants with subtle differences in gating properties contribute to such diverse physiological functions as sensing pain and controlling muscle contraction. This approach should therefore greatly advance dissection of the molecular components underlying these subtle but physiologically essential functions. 
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Watching catalysts at work
Alexis T. Bell
Solid catalysts speed up many industrial chemical reactions and steer them towards making desired products. A microscopy technique could reveal the changes in composition that catalysts undergo as they perform.
Solid catalysts are used in the production of almost every chemical compound -from plastics and fuels to pharmaceuticals -and for removing environmental pollutants. They typically consist of a porous support onto which are dispersed nanoscale particles of the active catalyst (usually a metal, metal oxide or metal sulphide). Other compounds might also be added to the mix, such as promoters to modify the reactivity of the catalysts, or structural stabilizers 1 . The size, shape and connectivity of these components affect catalytic activity, stability and selectivity (the ability of the catalyst to make a specific product). Nanoscale imaging of catalysts is therefore required to understand how each of these factors changes during a chemical reaction.
Reporting on page 222 of this issue, de Smit et al. 2 describe how a highly focused beam of X-rays can be used to acquire chemical maps and images of working heterogeneous catalysts at nanometre spatial resolution.
Many methods have been used to try to achieve high-resolution imaging of catalysts, which is a long-standing goal. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) enables the structure of catalyst components to be observed with a spatial resolution of 0.1 nanometres, and can yield elemental maps of a catalyst with a resolution of 1 nm (ref.
3). Such information is usually acquired under vacuum conditions, although reactors have been developed that can analyse reactions in situ at pressures of up to 10 -2 bar (about one-hundredth of atmospheric pressure) and at temperatures of up to 600 kelvin. But the acquisition of TEM images at pressures of 1 bar and above -conditions more typical of those used in industry for catalysed reactions -remains extremely challenging 4 . Other techniques for imaging the structure and chemical composition of catalysts, such as a combination of scanning transmission electron microscopy with electron energyloss spectroscopy, also offer a spatial resolution of about 1 nm, although here too, images are usually taken in a vacuum 5 . Another method has recently emerged as a contender in this field. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) offers exciting possibilities for imaging catalysts at nanometre resolution under a broad range of reaction conditions 6 . In this technique, a beam of monochromatic, low-energy X-rays (soft X-rays) is focused to a spot-size of 10-20 nm, using a zone plate -a device that focuses light using diffraction. The sample under investigation is then scanned by the X-ray beam (in fact, the beam is held stationary and the sample is moved relative to it), and the absorption of the beam by the sample is measured. This is repeated for X-rays of different energies, so that absorption can be plotted as a function of X-ray energy.
Because the whole sample is scanned, the relationship between absorption and beam energy can be mapped out across the sample. When such maps are produced using X-rays at the absorption edge of a particular element -that is, at the particular wavelength at which the element absorbs maximum energy from the X-rays -an image of the spatial distribution of that element is obtained. Alternatively, a plot of absorption against X-ray energy at a given spot provides an X-ray absorption
